
Getting to the root 
of the Plant Health story. 

Stop fighting fungus, help prevent it. 

•VITAS™ is research proven to improve overall plant 
health by suppressing diseases and preventing them 
from taking over. CIVITAS is the only turf management 
solution that activates ISR (induced systemic 
resistance) and other systemic immune responses 
to turn on the natural defenses of the plant to fight 
off fungus* This reduces the need for traditional 
chemicals; delivering effective fungus control, 
and enhancing plant growth and development. 

Superintendents have seen typical downstream 
effects associated with ISR including: 

reduced amounts of water and nutrients required 

turf is better positioned to deal with drought 

quicker to recover from damage and wear 

quicker to green-up in the spring 

When turf is at its healthiest it requires less inputs 
to keep it that way. So use CIVITAS as part of your 
season-long program. 

For more information, 
visit civitasturf.com 



Looking at the latest offerings in hybrid and 
electric walk-behind greens mowers, super-
intendents have all gotten a charge out of the 

noise reduction, fuel savings and more precise cut 
they provide over gas-powered models. But the real 
buzz has been over technology that allows users to 
control reel speed independent of walk speed for 
better cut quality. 

"I think it is one of the most revolutionary ad-
vancements in our industry in some time," says Mike 
Reinzi of Kiva Dunes in Gulf Shores, Ala., who uses 
a Jacobsen Eclipse 122S hybrid. "You take most of 
the control away from the operator and subsequently 
get greater consistency. Every single green gets cut 
exactly the same." 

Ken Mangum of Atlanta Athletic Club, who uses 

a John Deere 220 E-Cut hybrid, has equal praise for 
the technology that allows users to control Frequency 
of Clip (FOC). 

"It's one of the real innovations in the 
years in our industry because you can almost get 
a double cut in one pass," says Mangum. "For the 
PGA Championship, we single-cut Thursday and 
Friday with those mowers at .125 - for a major 
championship." 

Chris Fox, product manager for Jacobsen, sa 
he was encouraged to see all the interest in 
this year's Golf Industry Show (GIS). "We had been 
educating the industry on FOC for a couple years, 
and at GIS this year it seemed more people were 
interested in that," he says. "It was cool to see how 
the industry has come around and understood what 

forward 
The latest models of 
electric and hybrid walk-
behind greens mowers 
have superintendents 
buzzing over the benefits 
they offer. By Jason Stahl 



My root system is better than yours 

The secret to my good green looks? Longer roots under drought stress. Research shows that 
Honor® intrinsic"* brand fungicide has disease control and plant health benefits that make 
me more efficient and better able to withstand stresses like extreme temperatures and aerification. 
So I'll keep looking good—and so will you." 

Intrinsic brand fungicides don't just fight disease; they give turf the resilience to endure stress. 
Find out more at lntrinsicPlantHealth.com 

WMHMHH 

Always read and follow label directions. 
©2011 BASF Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Intrinsic brand fungicide 

• -BASF 
The Chemical Company 



FOC could do for them." 
Fox explains that with gasoline 

chain or belt-driven engines, the 
ratio of walk speed to reel speed 
is always fixed. But by separating 
those two speeds, it allows the 
superintendent to walk at, say, 
3.2 miles per hour but spin his 
reel at 1 ,900,2000 or 2,200 rpm. 
Reel speed is also controlled as 
he slows down to turn or does a 
clean-up pass. 

"A customer of ours at Twin 
Orchards in the Chicago area was 
able to take his height of cut on 
greens up from .110 to .115 and 
maintain the same ball speed 
but achieve a better FOC," Fox 
says. "That's really what we're 
after. Plus, the superintendent 
has healthier grass on the greens 
to withstand stress and summer 
heat." 

Jacobsen introduced the first 
e lectr ic walk-behind greens 
mower, the E-Walk, in 2003 . 
The primary drivers for intro-
ducing this machine, Fox says, 
were controlling reel speed and 
traction speed independently and 
also reducing noise. Fuel savings 
wasn't a big motivator because 
gas prices weren't that high at the 
time, plus greens mowers don't 
use a huge amount of gas com-

pared to, say, fairway mowers. 
"We had already been strong 

in the riding tri-plex market 
since the mid-1990s with the 
all-battery E-Plex, so it was a 
natural progression to take the 
technology to the walker plat-
form," says Fox. 

One of the features of the 
current Eclipse 100 series is a 
two-battery system that enables 
users to mow up to eight or nine 
greens before running out of 
power, depending on the size 
of the greens, Fox says. Users 
can change batteries in under a 
minute and place the spent one 
in a holding tray on the mower. 

"When you look at mowing 
practices, usually a guy sends 
out four to five walking greens 
mowers, so if each one mows four 
greens, he's getting most of his 
course done," says Fox. "If there 
is an issue with large greens, the 
extra battery pack allows for cut-
ting the entire course without 
running out of power." 

Fox says there had been some 
anxiety on superintendents' part 
regarding the range of these 
machines, but the gen-set (bat-
tery power) introduced in 2007 
alleviated those concerns. 

Explaining why Jacobsen de-

Man vs. Computer 
Never before have superintendents been able to "talk" to their mowers 
than now. With the sophisticated technology being introduced in today's 
walk-behind greens mowers, user interface options have exploded. 

Take, for example, Jacobsen's "In-Command" control system. 
Superintendents and/or mechanics can preset certain password-
protected codes via an LCD screen that keeps the actual operator from 
making changes. 

"For instance, they can select the FOC they want and then lock it 
out," says Fox. 

Says Jacobsen customer Mike Rienzi, "I can tell the computer exact 
numbers, like my height of cut is .110 and FOC is .090.1 just don't see 
the precision and exactness on other brands like Jacobsen has." 

Toro's eFlex has an LCD display monitor, InfoCenter, on the operator 
console that provides machine feedback and operation information 
such as battery charge status, speed, power consumption and battery 
current and voltage. The InfoCenter also helps technicians pinpoint and 
troubleshoot issues quickly, enhancing productivity. 

John Deere features a no-nonsense dial indicator on the backside of 
the handlebar that allows users to set FOC. GCI 

New electric and hybrid mowers 

offer a higher level of control. 

cided to go hybrid instead of 
all-electric, Fox says, "Guys says 
they liked the advantages of elec-
tric but weren't so sure on the 
range. The majority of our sales 
are in the gen-set versions where 
guys know that if they have a unit 
down, they can have a guy cut a 
little bit longer. Plus, if you look 
at the demands of groomers on 
a unit, they use more power and 
you may not get the same life out 
of an all-battery unit." 

Fox says he sees more walk-
behind greens mowers moving 
to all-electric in the future. Toro 
is coming out with a lithium-ion 
battery-powered (versus Jacob-
sen's lead acid battery) mower 
this year but Fox says the technol-
ogy is very expensive. 

"Plus, with our ability to put 
two batteries on the mower, 
we still feel that's an acceptable 
solution for right now," he says. 
"Down the road, we would move 
to lithium-ion, but it becomes 
more of an issue of price point 
and cost-effectiveness." 

Ana Voorhees , marketing 
associate at Toro on the greens 
mower team, says Toro's all-new 
Greensmaster eFlex models are 
the only models of their kind in 
the industry right now. 

" L i t h i u m - i o n 
technology offers 
m a n y b e n e f i t s 

over lead acid, such as in-
creased range, longer battery 

life, minimal maintenance and 
lower weight," says Voorhees. 
"Our Greensmaster eFlex models 
can mow up to nine greens or up 
to 45,000 square feet on a single 
charge. During the development 
of the product, this was the range 
customers demanded out of an 
all-electric walk greens mower." 

The eFlex has an advanced 
battery management system that 
enhances control and offers other 
benefits to the quality of cut and 
after cut appearance. An "EZ-
Turn" feature on the eFlex 1800 
and 2100 offers more control, 
especially in turnarounds, says 
Voorhees. 

"At the end of a mowing pass, 
when the operator lifts the mow-
er to turn it around, the unit will 
automatically slow down," she 
says. "Improved operator control 
in turns reduces damage to turf, 
particularly in tight turns near a 
bunker or hazard, and produces 
better alignment on the return 
pass without sacrificing produc-
tivity." 

Voorhees says what super-
intendents like most about the 
eFlex, especially those whose 
greens are located near houses, 
is its quiet operation. Quiet op-
eration allows superintendents 
to mow earlier in the morning, 
without disturbing neighbors or 
bystanders. 

Another benefit, says Voor-
hees, is when you buy the eFlex, 
you're purchasing five years' 
worth of fuel up front. "In addi-
tion to buying fuel up front, no 
C0 2 emissions, disposal of haz-
ardous materials and no engine 
maintenance makes the eFlex a 
strong environmental choice for 
golf courses. 

"We have to balance the trade-
off between range, weight and 
cost," she says. 

As to what the future holds, 
Voorhees sees more and more C
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Fire ants are a big problem on golf courses. 
Extinguish® Plus Fire Ant Bait is a big solution. 

Extinguish® Plus Fire Ant Bait combines the killing speed of 
an adulticide and the long-lasting control of an Insect Growth 
Regulator (IGR). This two way action destroys visible and 
hidden fire ant colonies. 

• Fast acting, long-lasting 
• Low cost per acre 
• Sterilizes the queen and kills problem worker ants 

SPECIAL OFFER: Purchase five 25 lb. bags of Extinguish® Plus Fire Ant Bait 
between February 1 - May 31 # 2011 and receive one pair of NYX® Classic 

Competition sunglasses. To learn more visit www.extinguishfireants.com/turf, 
call 800-248-7763 or contact your distributor. 

Always read and follow label directions. Extinguish is registered trademark of Wel lmark International, Schaumburg, IL. N Y X is a registered trademark of N Y X Golf, Inc. © 2 0 1 1 Wel lmark International. 

http://www.extinguishfireants.com/turf


We look at 
soil & water quality 
from a different 
perspective. 

Yours. 

- HJ • j ^ J 

INJECTABLE 

inject Away Carbonate 
Problems 

Specifically designed for 
injection through an irrigation 
system 

Patented Synergy Technology 
ensures improved penetration, 
distribution and availability 

Frees up calcium, magnesium, 
and other essential nutrients in 
the soil 

Opens soil pores for better 
water movement 

For more information, contact 
your Aquatrols distributor today. 

0 A c l u a t r ° l s 9 

www.aquatrols.com 

EQUIPMENT 

Using batteries or a hybrid setup, mowers cover more greens than ever before on one trip. 

expansion into alternative energy. 
"I believe that lithium-ion and other alter-

native energy sources will expand far beyond 
greens mowers into other golf maintenance 
equipment in the very near future," she says. 
"Demand for electric and alternative energy 
sources will also increase with rising fuel 
costs and more stringent environmental 
regulations." 

Tracy Lanier, product manager for John 
Deere, says the company's main focus with 
its 220 E-Cut hybrid has been to offer the 
customer better contour following. 

"The cutting unit out front has full contour-
ing ability because there are no mechanical 
linkages going out to it - just a harness going 
out to the electric motor," says Lanier. "So a 
key benefit is ground following. No longer 
do you have to worry about cutting lower on 
undulations or scalping. Plus, our system gives 
the cutting unit the ability to follow the curve 
of the green when golf crews are doing their 
clean-up paths - something they do every 
day - so they get less damage." 

Another feature is on-board backlapping, 
which can be accomplished by simply flipping 
a switch. Also, via a dial indicator, users can 
adjust the FOC. 

Lanier says the hybrid walk-behind 
mower is superior to an all-electric one, 
considering the number of attachments 
one runs on these machines: groomers, 
rotary brushes, lights for early 
morning, etc. 

"What you get with all-electric is that your 
battery starts to drain down as soon as you 
start to use it. And when you get into double 
cutting for a tournament and other things, you 
just don't have the reserve power to get all the 
jobs done," Lanier says. "Our customers says 
they wanted a machine that could mow one to 
18 greens, and that's what the 220 E-Cut does. 

After coming out with the 2500E hybrid 
tri-plex riding greens mower in 2005 that re-
moved all the hydraulics from the reel circuit 
(which reduced leak points), reduced noise 
and reduced fuel cost because it could run at 
a lower RPM, Lanier says it wasn't a great leap 
to apply that technology to the walk-behind 
greens units. 

This year, Deere introduced the 180 E-Cut 
at GIS, similar to the 220 but an 18-inch ver-
sion. As far as what could be introduced in 
the future, Lanier says the possibilities are 
endless. 

"With technology always changing, we're 
always looking at the latest and greatest to 
bring solutions for our customer's concerns on 
golf courses," he says. "With electric, hybrid 
and different technology coming on board, 
there are lots of possibilities that could come 
into play." GCI 

Jason Stahl is a Cleveland-
* 

• based freelance writer 
and a frequent GCI • •• 

contributor. 

http://www.aquatrols.com


Rods available in lengths 
of 1.5", 3", 4.8", and 8" 

Current Measurement 
Rod Length 
Number of Readings 
Running Average 

Intelligent Irrigation 
W h a t i s y o u r r o o t z o n e t e l l i n g y o u 

The LCD screen displays: 

M R 3 0 0 Soil Moisture Meter 
Hand Water Objectively 
Monitor Irrigation Uniformity 
Schedule Irrigation Effectively 
Reduce Water Usage 

Order online at 
www.specmeters.com 

trUitf 
"To Measure / s To Know" 

12360 S. Industrial Dr. East 
Plainfield, Illinois 60585 
Toll Free: (800) 248-8873 
Email: info@specmeters.com 

Scan the code with your 
smart phone for more 
information about the 
FieldScout TDR 300! 

http://www.specmeters.com
mailto:info@specmeters.com


WHAT'S IN YOUR BUCKET? 

As Eleanor Roosevelt so eloquently 
stated: "The purpose of life, after 
all, is to live it, to taste experience 

to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and 
without fear for a newer and richer 
experience." She makes a good point: 
Life is about new experiences, and if 
you're at some point you're going to 
want something new, which probably 
means you're going to think, "I want 
to do the set-up for a big tournament." 

It's only natural. For superintendents, 
preparing a course for the best players 
in the world and national TV is the top 
rung of the ladder. Our Super Bowl. 
Having been involved in prepping doz-
ens of courses for USGA events, I can't 
tell you how many times I'm asked, 
"What is it like to host a big event?" 
Which is inevitably followed by: "Do 
you think I could do it?" 

The question no one ever asks is, "Do 
you think I should do it?" Which makes 
sense because when a club is in the run-
ning to host an event the super doesn't 
usually get a vote. You may know where 
all the bodies are buried, but trust me, 
if your place lands a major tournament, 
job No. 1 is keeping those bodies deep 
underground. 

So your course could be hosting 
something bigger than the county 
championship. What will you get out of 
it? I'll start with the positives: 

PRESTIGE. You're in the spotlight: the 
pros, crowds, dignitaries from Presi-
dents to movie stars. A televised event 
puts your course (and, therefore, you) in 
front of millions of viewers worldwide. 
Maybe even Johnny Miller! If that's not 
enough pressure, telecasts today are 
high-definition. You must be on top of 
your game from the first moment. 

UNDER PRESSURE. The event excite-
ment and the anticipation of having 
the world's best players critique your 
work. This is pressure, but pressure is a 

privilege. Can you deliver? This is much 
different than your low-handicap mem-
bers asking for faster greens. Do the job 
here and your agronomic status rockets. 

For superintendents, 
preparing a course for 
the best players in the 
world and national TV 
is the top rung of the 
ladder. 

THE ABILITYTO UPGRADE. Whether it's the 
club paying or the host organization, ex-
pect to see money. It could be a new ir-
rigation system, putting green or bunker 
renovations, maybe architectural and 
facility enhancements. You'll employ 
the newest technology in our industry 
- new turfgrasses, moisture sensors, the 
latest whatever! Your knowledge base 
will increase dramatically. 

NEW STAFF. You'll recruit and develop a 
well-trained and organized staff, bring-
ing in youth and energy that energizes 
everyone. This new attitude will serve 
the event and the course long afterward. 

YOUR CAREER. Do a good job - years of 
planning, execution and agronomics; 
coordinating members, vendors, guests, 
volunteers and tournament staff; taking 
your club to the next level - and you are 
a hero. It's an accomplishment, and a 
feeling, that will never leave you. 

And now the negatives: 

STUFF HAPPENS. Do the best job possible 
and there are still two elements over 
which you have no control: weather 
and people. I've seen both devastate 
superintendents, their staffs, their 
courses. When everything is going ac-
cording to plan, the weather shoves it 

right back in your face. If it's not rain or 
a micro-burst, it's unbearable heat and 
humidity, high winds throwing debris 
everywhere, tornados, waves crashing 
across the 18th fairway (think Pebble 
Beach) or even the occasional earth-
quake. And just when everything is back 
together and play is about to resume, it 
happens all over again. And this is just 
inside the ropes: Don't forget parking 
areas, maintenance and vendor road-
ways, gallery routes, bus stops and most 
important the trail to the merchandise 
tent. Followed by the television folks 
running amuck in golf carts across the 
golf course you just repaired. Then 
there is the potential for vandalism, 
protests against toxic products, security 
for high-profile visitors, plane crashes, 
assassination attempts and bus drivers 
going on strike. 

FAMILY TIME. No, I don't mean sharing 
the experience with loved ones. I mean 
the lonely hours away from them. Is 
it any wonder the divorce rate among 
superintendents is high? This applies 
to your staff, as well. 

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND. While working 
on this year's event, you are preparing 
for next year and the one after that. Rare 
is the opportunity to step back and enjoy 
what you're doing and what you've done. 

YOUR HEALTH SUFFERS. Lack of sleep, 
poor dietary habits, no exercise, stress, 
pressure. Living on coffee, doughnuts 
and Advil takes its toll. And if the event 
is a bust you become a leper: Everyone 
you thought was on your side is now 
treating you like an infectious disease. 

I'm not saying the chance to work on a 
big golf event isn't fun. It is, as well as 
challenging, maddening, elating, spirit-
crushing and the ultimate rush. All I can 
suggest is you know what you're getting 
into as early as possible. GCI 

Tim Moraghan, principal, ASPIRE Golf (tmoraghan@aspire-golf.com). Follow Tim's blog, Golf 
Course Confidential at http://www.aspire-golf.com/buzz.html or on Twitter @TimMoraghan 

OUTSIDE THE ROPES 

mailto:tmoraghan@aspire-golf.com
http://www.aspire-golf.com/buzz.html


Musketeer is the first turf plant growth regulator (PGR) to incorporate three PGR technologies to 
uniquely and effectively suppress Gibberellic Acid synthesis, leading to superior growth regulation of targeted 
turfgrasses. Musketeer is the result of SePRO research and based upon the same patented turf PGR synergy 

technology as SePRO's Legacy* Turf Growth Regulator. Musketeer is specifically formulated to 
aggressively target growth suppression of Poa annua in cool-season turfgrass species, such as 

creeping bentgrass, while providing excellent turfgrass enhancement. 
The result—more bentgrass and less Poa annua. 

Musketeer SePRO Corporation Carmel, IN 46032 SePR© 
"Trademarks of SePRO Corporation. The synergy derived from the combination of Type I1A and Type ilB PGRs is covered under 
U.S. Patent No. 7,135,435. Always read and follow label directions. ©Copyright 2012 SePRO Corporation. 



weather matters 
This year's wild weather may have stressed golf course trees, leaving 
them more susceptible to a host of insects and diseases. By Nicole Wisniewski 

T he mild winter and early 
spring did more than 
make flowering plants 

bloom early on golf courses this 
year. Some insect and disease 
problems are showing up early 
as well. 

And if golf course superinten-
dents aren't paying attention, 
they could miss some vital op-
portunities to stop them before 
they cause serious damage. 

"Trees work similar to the 
human immune system," says 
Michael Bova, a project coordi-
nator with the Davey Resource 
Group and an International 
Society of Arboriculture Certi-
fied Arborist and Certified Tree 

Risk Assessor. "When a person's 
immune system is stressed or if 
a person is lacking in vitamins or 
minerals, he or she is more open 
to catching viruses or infection. 
Poor maintenance practices and 
unusual weather events create 
similar situations with trees 
where they can become stressed 
and enter into survival mode. But 
a healthy tree in good condition 
can fight off decay, insects and 
diseases pretty well." 

And, this year, weather con-
ditions have increased insect 
pressure, so unhealthy trees are 
at greater risk of attack. 

"A living thing is a living thing, 
and when it gets stressed, it's 

open to more problems," says 
Thomas Schlick, CGCS, South-
ern division manager of Davey 
Golf Course Maintenance. "You 
have to be proactive with trees, 
especially during a year like this, 
or you're going to miss some 
telltale warning signs of trouble." 

WACKY WEATHER. Whether it was 
an unusually mild winter, early 
spring or a mix of out-of-place 

wet and dry conditions, the entire 
country has experienced some 
awkward weather patterns so far 
in 2012. In fact, every state in 
the U.S. experienced at least one 
record warm daily temperature 
during the month of March. 

Temperatures in the lower 48 
states were 8.6 degrees Fahren-
heit above normal for March and 
6 degrees higher than average 
for the first three months of the 

"You have to be proactive with trees, especially 
during a year like this, or you're going to miss 
some telltale warning signs of trouble." 

— Thomas Schlick, Davey Golf Course Maintenance 


